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ABSTRACT 
       Connecting with social networks has become an essential part of the process of 
mobile and desktop application development. Lots of applications, especially the mobile 
applications are using different authentication methods to authenticate their users and 
store the user data into their database. The method of authentication using social 
networks has proved to be very effective in many different ways. The main benefit of 
using this method is time-saving and avoidance of the registration process. Users prefer 
to use their profiles on social networks for registration on a web-based system rather 
than creating a separate user account.  This paper provides tips for connecting AIR 
mobile and desktop applications with Facebook using ActionScript Graph API. The 
paper is divided in two parts. The first part is about connecting mobile applications with 
Facebook using Facebook Mobile ActionScript API. In this part we are focused on 
giving clear guidance for the process of authentication using access token and it is 
elimination of potential barriers during the process of implementation. Also, very 
important to mention that this method is cross-platform oriented. That means that the 
mobile application will be suitable across many different devices and platforms. This 
also raises the need of analyzing the rendering of HTML content across mobile devices 
using ActionScript. The second part of the paper covers the desktop AIR applications 
and the connection with social networks on desktop systems which is less used method 
but just as effective as in mobile systems.  
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INTRODUCTION  
       The main goal of this paper is to give clear guidance in the process of connecting 
AIR mobile and desktop applications with Facebook social network. First of all we need 
to define the characteristics of the AIR runtime environment and Flex mobile and 
desktop applications. Adobe AIR is cross-platform runtime environment which allows 
developers to create applications for different operating systems, browsers and also 
different mobile platforms. Step by step in the paper we will review the process of 
connecting AIR desktop applications and mobile applications with the Facebook social 
network as a modern way of user authentication and attracting customers. The usage of 
the Facebook platform occupies a large scale today, everybody from people to 
companies are on this social platform trying to attract attention. 
       Especially mobile developers see the opportunity here to attract customers for their 
mobile applications. Lots of online stores, mobile and desktop games are using 
Facebook platform for authenticating their users. They easily found a way to develop 
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large database of users. This method is also acceptable for the client side because users 
doesn`t want to create different user accounts for every service on the internet. For 
example, mobile applications are so popular nowadays, people are downloading large 
amount of apps for their cell phones and tablets every day, it is very irritating to create 
different user profiles for all those applications and games.  
Therefore this method becomes very popular in programming world. Developers also 
see an opportunity here for free advertising of their product. We decided to present the 
use of this method for AIR applications just because this technology is cross-platform 
oriented and it is very useful for implementation inside mobile applications.  
FIRST STEP  - REGISTERING FACEBOOK APPLICATION 
       In this paper we will try to simplify the process and to pay attention only on the 
main points. The analysis of the possible obstacles during this process is also very 
important. The very first step is to go on the Facebook developers
1
 portal and register a 
Facebook application to recive a unique Facebook identifier for your application. The 
next figure shows the Facebook developers portal.  
 
 
 
Figure 1.Creating and registering Facebook application on the Facebook developers portal. 
Inside the red rectangle is marked the unique application identifier. 
        Application ID is necessary for communication between Facebook and your 
application. GraphAPI is the primary way for getting data in and out of Facebook`s 
social graph. According to the references, the Facebook GraphAPI is a HTTP based API 
that developers are using to access Facebook profiles query data and do all the needed 
tasks for their applications. Here is an example of using HTTP GET request to retrieve 
data and information about the current user: 
Example code snippet: 
 FB.api( 
 "/me", 
                                                          
1
https://developers.facebook.com 
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 function (response) { 
 if (response && !response.error) { 
 }   }); 
 
CONNECTING FLEX MOBILE APPLICATION WITH FACEBOOK 
PLATFORM 
       After generating the Facebook application on the Facebook developers portal, now 
we are ready to start. First of all, for the purposes of this paper we will use the Flex 
technology combined with MXML and ActionScript to create the necessary visual 
elements[2]. The next example demonstrates the creation of the main MXML file for 
the application. At the beginning we are using “Creation Complete”handler to call the 
init() function and start the initialization with Facebook.  
Example code snippet: 
<?xml version="1.0" encoding="utf-8"?> 
<s:View xmlns:fx="http://ns.adobe.com/mxml/2009"  
  xmlns:s="library://ns.adobe.com/flex/spark" title="Login 
with Facebook" 
  currentState = "loginstate" 
  creationComplete="init()" 
  destructionPolicy = "never" 
  > 
       To be able to work, first of all we need to download the corresponding swc file and 
add the file inside Flash Builder to become available in our working environment. 
Inside the init() function, we need to call the static init method of the Facebook Mobile 
class. The next example code snippet demonstrates the creation of the init() function.  
Example code snippet: 
 
The first thing at the beginning is to create two constants and two variables. The 
important parameters here are: 
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 FACEBOOK_APP_ORIGIN 
 APP_ID – the unique identifier from your registered Facebook application  
 AccessToken 
 StageWebView  
We are using the StageWebView class inside our mobile application as a preferred 
method for rendering HTML content within Flex mobile applications. The main 
function of the init method is to see if there is a shared object for this application. If not, 
it creates it. You will notice that the init() method has two required arguments, you have 
to pass the application ID and a callback function.  
       The first time the user accesses the application, an access token does not exist and 
login to Facebook is needed. To accomplish this, developers need to use login () method 
from the FacebookMobile class. This method displays the Facebook login page inside 
our mobile application. According  to Facebook Mobile documentation here are some of 
the most important public methods of the FacebookMobile class:  
 api – makes a new request on the Facebook Graph API 
 getSession – a call to return the current user`s session  
 getImageURL – a method to load an image from Facebook  
 login – opens a new login window for the current user  
 logout – clears a user`s local session  
 postData – shortcut method to post data on Facebook  
 requestExtendedPermissions – asks the current user for extended permissions 
 uploadVideo – shortcut method to upload video on Facebook  
 
CREATING WEBVIEW  
        The next step is creating webview using StageWebView class. The StageWebView 
class is used to render HTML content on devices where HTMLLoader class is not 
supported. This class does not provide interaction between the HTML content and 
ActionScript. According to the references, the StageWebView class uses the system 
web control provided by the operating system of the device. You need to create a 
viewPort property in order to control the size of the rendering area. You need to display 
the StageWebView object directly by attaching it to a stage using the stage property. 
According to the references here are some of the public methods of the StageWebView 
class: 
 stagewebview – creates a stagewebview object  
 loadString – loads and displays the specified HTML string  
 loadURL – loads the page at the specified URL  
 reload – reloads the current page  
 stop – halts the current load operation  
 historyBack – navigates to the previous page in the browsing history  
It is of paramount importance to understand the functioning of this class. The 
StageWebView class acts like a browser inside the Flex mobile application,  hence the 
user is given a wide range of opportunities.[4]The only problem here is the fact that 
StageWebView does not goes together with spark visual elements. In order to be able to 
achieve our goal, we will focus on the defining of the position of the StageWebView 
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object inside the stage. The next step is to create InitCompleted function. Inside this 
function we will create an instance of the StageWebView class and define the position 
and the size of the rectangle using viewPort property.  
The next code snippet demonstrates the structure of the InitCompleted function. This 
function is called after the initialization is completed.  
Example code snippet: 
 
 
       The next and most important step is to create the onLogin function and get the 
access token, the user image and the name of the current logged user. The next code 
snippet demonstrates the structure of the onLogin function.  
Example code snippet: 
 
         If you look at the userImg line, you can see that we make a call here and request a 
“large”facebook profile picture. Instead of “large” you can simple use “small” to get 
small facebook profile picture from the current logged user. With this final step, the 
Facebook login procedure is completed.[3]Figure 2 shows our application running on 
iOS 7 device without any errors. The next part of this paper covers the visual elements 
inside the mobile application and functions for posting on Facebook wall, dispose the 
web view and also the logout function. It is very important to mention here that we used 
two different states. The first is “loginstate” and the second is “loggedin” state. The 
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visual elements are placed in the second state. When the onLogin function is called, the 
current state changes as it is shown on the code snippet.  
 
Figure 2.Facebook Login page running inside mobile application on iOS device 
 
CREATING VISUAL ELEMENTS USING MXML  
       Companies and developers also use social networks for advertisement and 
promotion of their products. Facebook Graph API offers this opportunity to developers. 
Hence, there is a necessity to create functions within the application that will be able to 
distribute content directly from the application to the  social network.  Firstly, we need 
to create and sort the visual elements inside the mobile application. Having in mind that 
this is cross-platform oriented application, ordering of the visual elements takes specific 
part of the work. For creation of the visual elements we are using MXML language and 
Adobe Flash Builder [1]. The next code snippet demonstrates the creation of the needed 
visual elements for the application to be able to communicate with Facebook platform.  
Example code snippet: 
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ADDITIONAL FUNCTIONALITY 
       To build a fully functional application, you need to add other features in order to be 
able to communicate with Facebook platform. In order to be able to share content 
directly from Flex mobile application to Facebook it is necessary to build post method 
with all the required functions. And at the end, the final step would be adding logout 
button. For the logout method we recommend using the logout() method from 
FaceboomMobile class and a simple method of hiding the visual elements on the stage 
and switching back to previous state. It is important to mention that, at the very 
beginning of the code definition, we`ve set the “destruction policy” property to “never” 
so that, the application will remember the last active state of this specific view.  
Example code snippet: 
 
    We observe that it is very important for all functions to be properly connected in 
order the application to work as intended and  not as it`s coded. This next example code 
snippet demonstrates the method we used for posting on Facebook wall.  
Example code snippet: 
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CONNECTING AIR DESKTOP APPLICATION WITH FACEBOOK PLATFORM 
       Connecting the AIR Desktop applications with Facebook platform also represents a 
new approach in desktop application development [2]. The process goes pretty much the 
same way; the only difference is the use of the StageWebView class. It is important to 
mention that for the Desktop applications we are using FacebookDesktop ActionScript 
API instead of FacebookMobile,  also available for download on internet. As we said 
before, here we are not using StageWebView because the AIR desktop application acts 
like a browser and a simple function to call the Facebook page is enough. The next 
example code snippet demonstrates the difference.  
Example code snippet: 
.  
CONCLUSION 
      Linking mobile and desktop applications with social networks is an essential part of 
the modern development world. Using the new method of authentication is to facilitate 
the users and developers and also a great way to attract additional customers. Flex 
technology offers many different opportunities for developers and it is especially 
significant because it is cross-platform oriented. We hope that the approach and the 
method we described in this paper will be a good starting point for developers to try to 
make their applications more friendly and social.  
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